Bowmanston Breaks Gambler's Record

Wins 5½ Furlongs In 1 Min. 8½ Sec.

Dead-Heat In Spring Stakes

BOWMANSTON, Miss. J. D. Chandler's three-year-old homebred colt Bowmanston, owned and trained by Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Chandler, drew off all the Cushon Stakes over 5½ furlongs in the record time of 1 min. 8½ sec., when the Spring Meeting of the Balmoral Turf Club opened at the Garrison Savannah yesterday. Bowmanston ran 1/8 sec. off the record set by the Gamblers' Cire in 1936. The winner was in the field and the Mchts filled out the crowd. The winner was filly and the Mchts filled out the crowd.

The winner was filly and the Mchts filled out the crowd. The price paid in the Field Stand, the Forecast and the Part-M which were all correspondingly small. The price paid in the Field Stand, the Forecast and the Part-M which were all correspondingly small.

In a case of this nature was closed out and not more than one chance was given to other owners and owners of the same bloodstock. In a case of this nature was closed out and not more than one chance was given to other owners and owners of the same bloodstock.

Results At A Glance

FIRST DAY

U.S. Charges

Hungary With Violating Treaty

WASHINGTON, March 3.—The State Department, in a statement made by Secretary of State Cordell Hull, announces that the United States is charging Hungary with violating the terms of the Peace Treaty. The charges are based on the action of the Hungarian Government in expelling the American Ambassador and in closing the American Embassy in Budapest. The charges are based on the action of the Hungarian Government in expelling the American Ambassador and in closing the American Embassy in Budapest.

Russia Holds U.S. Citizens

WASHTINGTON, March 3.—The State Department has announced the arrest of three American citizens in Russia. The three American citizens, who were arrested in Leningrad, are charged with violating the terms of the Peace Treaty. The charges are based on the action of the Hungarian Government in expelling the American Ambassador and in closing the American Embassy in Budapest. The charges are based on the action of the Hungarian Government in expelling the American Ambassador and in closing the American Embassy in Budapest.
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Soviet Physicists Get Stalin Prizes

LONDON, March 3.—The Soviet Academy of Sciences has announced the award of Stalin Prizes to four Soviet physicists. The awards were made for their contributions to the development of Soviet physics. The awards were made for their contributions to the development of Soviet physics.
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